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The Maldivian way of life and the roots of its people are surrounded by an aura

of intrigue but their faces suggest a common ancestry with their neighbours in

Sri Lanka and Southern India. Maldivian culture is a melange of African, Arab

and East Asian influences left behind by its people who often stopped at

these islands scattered along their trade route.Even their cuisine which

consists mainly of tuna, taro and sweet potato has a unique flavour derived

from the confluence of Arabic, Indian, Srilankan and Oreitnal tastes into the

melting pot. 

Maldivian life is dominated by Islamic traditions but it was once a

predominantly Hindu and Buddhist society. The people of this island nation

speak Dhivehi which has distinct strains of Sankrit and Arabic woven into its

fabric. In fact the script, Thaana, which was invented after they ousted the

Portuguese from their homeland is the same as Arabic and is even written

from right to left.

 

There are distinct nuances in the language both in the way it is spoken and

the words used which vary as you move from one atoll to the other with the

difference in dialect most obvious in the southernmost atolls which have a

large number of inhabited islands.

 

Maldivians follow the Islamic calendar and religious studies form an integral

part of their education at school. The country is governed by the Shari'a law

which makes drinking, smoking and gambling taboo for it's people but tourists

visiting resorts are free to do so. Most women cover their heads even those

working in the resorts and on the inhabited islands and in Male some may

even have their face covered with a scarf.

 

People in Male and even more so on the inhabited islands, tend to be quite

conservative and disobedience is often dealt with by a public flogging. Family

honor is important and most families will seek to preserve it at all costs.

 

They celebrate festivals like 'Eid' and they fast during the month of 'Ramadan'

during which time shops and offices close earlier than normal. People here

offer Friday prayers and they don't eat pork and meat that's not Halal, but

unlike many Muslim communities music and dance is very much a part of

Maldivian life.

 

The Maldivians are a small and rather close knit community where people still

live in joint families especially on the smaller inhabited islands. Woman play a

very important role in what was believed to have once been a matriarchal

society. The Maldives was a kingdom that saw many a female sultana on its

throne and even today women hold key positions both in an out of parliament.
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